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MR & MRS MILL CAPSULES

DISCOVER RWANDA

Light, floral, slightly sweet and with subtle acidity 
reminiscent of citrus fruits, its elegant bouquet is rounded 
off by notes of blackcurrant.

SPICY          SWEET          FRUITY

DONT RUSH IT

Savour this balanced South American lungo with its 
wonderful caramel notes. It has been given precious time 
to develop its nutty and fine berry-like character

MILD          SUBTLY SWEET          BALANCED

ENJOY ETHIOPIA

This subtle delight from the coffee forests in Ethiopia 
develops a refreshing acidity thanks to our gentle drum 
roasting and is a real treat for lovers of fine coffees

FULL BODIED          NIPPY          FLOWERY

EXPLORE THE WORLD

With our impressivley complex lungo with subtly floral 
facets which is made with arabica beans from Central & 
South America,  Africa and Asia

SILKY          FRUITY          FLOWERY

FEEL THE PASSION

Treat yourself to this espresso made from fine arabica beans 
from the uplands of South America & South East Asia which 
has a berry-like, fruity and aromatic flavour

ROUND          FRUITY          SLIGHTLY SPICY

FIND YOUR BALANCE

Indulge in our decaffeinated arabica coffee from South 
America. Its fruity notes make a clear statement while our 
drum roasting teases out a nutty sweetness

NIPPY          FRUITY          MILD

SHARE HONDURAS

The beans from the tropical highland reveal their sweet, 
apricot notes, while its balanced character is subtly 
rounded out by notes of roasted nuts

BALANCED          SWEET          FRUITY

STAY CLASSY

From South & Central America, East Africa & South East 
Asia. Its aroma is reminiscent of filter coffee and its fruity 
character treats you to roast coffee notes

INTENSIVE         FRUITY          BALANCED

TRUST YOUR STRENGTH

From Asia & South America has sophisticated cocoa 
flavours, if you want your day to be punctuated by subtle 
flavour moments, this is the espresso for you

INTENSIVE          WOODY          SPICY

We are explorers and connoisseurs, seeking out and sourcing the finest coffees from around the world. Driven 
by a passion for coffee and an insatiable curiosity, we experiment with new roasts and blends to create the 
perfect cup of coffee to invigorate your senses.

Welcome to the world of Mr & Mrs Mill, with exclusive coffee sensations and aromas.  We love what we do, 
we immerse ourselves in thousand-year-old coffee cultures in order to study, learn and reinterpret them.



ENGLISH BREAKFAST TEA

Compatible with the Wave & Grande Machines

HOT CHOCOLATTE

Compatible with the Wave & Grande Machines

ENGLISH BREAKFAST TEA

Compatible with the FRANKE C250 Machine

PURE GREEN TEA

Compatible with the FRANKE C250 Machine

PURE PEPPERMINT TEA

Compatible with the FRANKE C250 Machine

CAOTINA CHOCOLAT SUISSE

Compatible with the FRANKE C250 Machine

MACHINES
Delight in individual, modern designs as well as sophisticated technology. 
What distinguishes them all, however, is their high technical standard, 
one which guarantees coffee shop quality and comfortable operation.

“FOR THAT CAFE EXPERIENCE 
AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON”

SPECIALITIES CAPSULES



MACHINE ACCESSORIES

MILK FROTHER

Our milk frother has four functions, it can create 
cold milk frothing, warm stiff milk frothing, warm 
milk, and warm creamy milk frothing. 

POS SUPPORT 

We have point of sale marketing support to help you 
promote the products in your own business or 
office, such as the Hot Drinks Menu.

WAVE MACHINE TIDY

Wave ‘Machine Tidy’ - Perfect for hotels! The tidy has 
compartments to hold your capsules and accessories, 
this can also be branded with your own logo.

CAPSULE BOX STAND

A sturdy, three-story stand that holds up to six Mr & 
Mrs Mill capsule boxes allowing you to promote the 
coffee and also keep your workspace clean and tidy.

GRANDE
Grande was designed with the intention 
of becoming a reliable part of the office 
team. With its timeless quality, it has 
already garnered many fans.

The medium sized Grande is perThe medium sized Grande is perfect for 
hotels, car showrooms and small 
businesses.

Dimensions (L x W x H):
Approx. 406 x 200 x 316 mm

FRANKE C250
At last! A cafe quality capsule system. 
This compact machine takes up less 
space tan conventional coffee machines, 
and handles a steady stream of cups 
witgh the same high quality. 

PPerfect for restaurants, coffee shops and 
large businesses.

Dimensions (L x W x H):
Approx. 514 x 270 x 450 mm

WAVE
This model is adapted to the young, 
modern lifestyle, its phases of fun-loving 
action, acceleration and the need to 
retreat. 

The small but mightyThe small but mighty Wave is perfect for 
hotels, small restaurants and small 
businesses alike.

Dimensions (L x W x H):
Approx. 378 x 150 x 297 mm
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